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FROM THE DESK OF  
CHIEF EDITOR
Dear Members,
Trust you and families are keeping safe. The COVID-19 wave 
seems to be coming back as we experience similar challenges 
of 2020. Extremely disheartening to share, recently we lost 
two people associated with IIA India to this dreadful disease. 
In our fond memories Mr. Nirupam Haldar will continue 
to be a source of inspiration. He was a torch bearer of the 
Institute of Internal Auditors, India being part of the first 
Board of Councilors. May his soul rest in peace. We have 
also lost sitting Board of Governor of IIA Delhi Chapter, 
Sourav Bhowmick. It was really unfortunate for us  to loose 
a very dynamic personality at quite young age.
Due to dreadful second wave of the pandemic where almost 
no one is left unaffected, we regret that we had to drop March 
and April 2021 editions of the Magazine. I hope and trust 
with inoculation in full swing, increased awareness amongst 
masses and a greater sense of responsibility towards each 
other we are better prepared.
In the current edition of the monthly magazine, your Institute 
has covered some of the most relevant topics including 
Implications of COVID-19 on Directors and Boards in 
parlance of Risk Management, Cyber Security, Data Privacy, 
Critical Basics of Business Continuity Planning etc. As the 
‘way of work’ continues to swing the virtual way, these topics 
have gained prominence during professional discussions at 
various forums.
Last we shared the launch of Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) 
challenge exam in India in January 2021 by your Institute. 
This provides eligible candidates an opportunity to be a CIA 
in a single sitting as compared to the 3-part program. We 
have covered the experience shared by the CIA Challenge 
Exam candidates in this edition. Please refer page 30 for 
details.
Your Institute continues to hold Annual Chapter Virtual 
Complimentary Conferences. Followed to the Calcutta 
Chapter held on February 13, 2021, the Hyderabad and 
Bombay Chapters organized separate Conferences in March/ 
April and disseminated knowledge covering most  deliberated 
topics. The Women’s Forum of your Institute conducted a 
‘National Virtual Conference’ on February 19, 2021. Over 

Sana Baqai
Chief Editor 

IIA India
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1500 delegates heard from the ‘Women in 
Leadership Roles’ sharing experiences and 
perspective on internal auditors as business 
partners.
Your institute continues to organize multiple 
webinars/ trainings every month. I am 
confident as members you are benefitting by 
attending these to enhance and upgrade skill 
and knowledge. All free webinars conducted 
by your Institute are available at its official 
YouTube Channel.
Your Institute follows the financial year April 
to March for membership, I am confident you 
have renewed your membership in April (for 
ease click on link https://iiaindia.co/member-
subscription to  renew membership). Your 
Institute continues to recognize individual 
members as they refer new members under 
the membership scheme ‘Membership Growth 
– Hall of Fame’. Look forward to continue 
receiving such nominations. Kindly refer page 
48 for details.
Do peruse the ‘Out of The Box’ section (refer 
page 49 onwards) to know the hidden talent 
our professional colleagues possess.
I am confident you are enjoying reading the 
monthly editions with sections covering 
initiatives by Women’s Circle, your institute 
endeavors for the student community, specific 
updates by the Chapters and Audit Clubs.
With the endeavor to make it more enticing, 
will solicit your views/ feedback and what you 
would wish to see more in the magazine. Please 
reach publications@iiaindia.co to express your 
interest.
Enjoy the read and hope you will find the 
magazine informative and useful !!!

10th May, 2021


https://iiaindia.co/member-subscription
https://iiaindia.co/member-subscription
mailto:publications@iiaindia.co
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PRESIDENT'S 
COMMUNIQUE
Dear Members,
Greetings to each one of you and your family from the 
National Council! We hope and pray that all the members of 
your family are safe & fine.
We wish to express our deep condolences on the bereavement 
of, one of the doyens of our profession, Mr Nirupam Halder, 
who is popularly known as Nirupam Da, for generations of 
audit professionals in the country. We will surely miss his 
wisdom and guidance. We also mourn the passing away of 
Mr Sourav Bhowmick, BOG of Delhi chapter. We pray for 
their souls.
Most of you would have been involved in the communication/
roll out of the first ever CIA Challenge exams in India. Thanks 
to your enthusiastic response, in the words of Dr. Lily Bi, 
Senior Vice President, Certifications & Global Development 
- The Institute of Internal Auditors, Global Headquarters, 
these great efforts are ground-breaking initiatives, 
combining with the advocacy efforts, will revolutionise 
the internal audit profession in India. We have had an 
enthusiastic response from over 450 professionals to take this 
challenge exam. We have conducted orientation training for 
these applicants and are also scheduling training programs 
from an expert trainer from Singapore in May 2021. We 
suggest each of the applicants to do a thorough preparation 
and rigorous practice before scheduling the exam so that we 
keep the IIA India flag high among the global associates with 
high % of successful applicants. 
Large no. of young professionals in the country, well trained 
and CIA certified can be a big resource base for employment 
in India and abroad. Like in the IT / ITES industry, we see 
huge scope for the Indian youth to excel in internal audit, risk 
management and governance functions. Sharp commercial 
acumen and innate analytical skills will distinguish our 
members in the profession. CIA certification can be a great 
enabler for global employability.
We had very successful women’s conference, regional 
conferences of Mumbai, Kolkata & Hyderabad chapters in 
the last few weeks. Galaxy of eminent international/national 
speakers made these events very educative and insightful to 
make the internal auditors the real agents of change. Recent 

Thiyagarajan Kumar  
President 
IIA India
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book of Mr Richard Chambers, President and 
CEO of IIA Global, articulates how we can all 
be change agents. He also made an engaging 
address at the Mumbai Conference. Useful for 
us to dwell on those ideas and imbibe them in 
our professional roles. 
We have been attempting to communicate 
with you effectively through our monthly 
magazine, sharing global insights from IIA 
regularly through emails from our membership 
services team. We hope you find them useful 
and relevant to your current professional 
requirements. 
Renewal of membership for 2021-22 and 
the addition of new members have been 
initiated already. Timely renewal and 
additions will enable IIA India to build a 
stronger infrastructure to serve you in the 
coming months/years. We look forward to a 
membership base of over 10000 in the next 
few years with the initiatives like Challenge 
exam, learning partnerships, women’s forum 
etc.
We look forward to your feedback and support 
as always to IIA’s activities. 
Best wishes, stay disciplined & be safe.

10th May, 2021
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FROM THE DESK OF 
ADVISOR – PUBLICATION 
AND MEDIA COMMITTEE
Dear Members of IIA

Greetings from IIA India
March month always marches fast – the year-end formalities 
and audit-related works engages all of us in a tight manner. 
And May is occupied with wrapping up the financials of the 
last financial year and audit committees which keeps us 
busy for a while.
Our “Best Article Award” scheme will be there for the 4th 
quarter of 2020-21, covering technical articles published in
Jan, Feb and May 2021. Since two editions of the magazine 
have been dropped, therefore, we are to include the May 
Edition for the award scheme.  The concerned team is 
already on the job of evaluation based on certain  criteria. 
The winners will be announced in June 2021.
Our “Best Article Award” scheme will be there for the 4th 
quarter of 2020-21, covering technical articles published in 
Jan, Feb and March 2021. The concerned team is already on 
the job of evaluation based on certain criteria. The winners 
will be announced in April 2021. 
I urge the readers to evince interest in contributing articles 
to our Magazine and make it a useful and interesting study 
material month after month. Your active participation in this 
manner will enthuse us to offer highly worthwhile magazine 
for all readers on a continuous basis.
Constructive criticism and valuable suggestions for 
making the magazine better would be welcome always from 
our esteemed readers!

Yours sincerely
K. Vidyadharan
10th May, 2021 



K. Vidyadharan 
Advisor – Publication and 

Media Committee 
IIA India



+91-9999178620
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AUDIT AND RISKS - CASE 
FOR CONVERGENCE:  A 
PANEL DISCUSSION WITH 
INDUSTRY LEADERS

It is an often discussed topic in many board rooms and 
leadership meetings, as to what is the best place to host 
the risk function. Whether a conscious choice or a matter of 

Sandhya Sriram
Global Head of Audit and 
Risks, Wipro Enterprises

Rahul Murali 
Krishnan

Risk Trainee, Wipro 
Enterprises

PANELLISTS

Manian K.B.S.
Group Chief Risk Officer 

and Head of Internal Audit, 
Apollo Hospitals Group

Manoj Agarwal
Head of Internal  

Audit-Metro Brands

Venkataraman T V
Head-Internal Audit and 

Risk Management at  
Ashok Leyland

Harshit Baxi
Head-Internal Audit and 

Risk Management –  
First Source

V Swaminathan
Head - Corp Audit and 
Assurance at Godrej 

Industries Limited and 
Associate Companies

Naval Kishore Bajaj
Head - Corporate Audit 

and Assurance, Yokogawa 
India, MD office

Sriram P
General Manager - Internal 

Audit and Risk at Asian 
Paints
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convenience, in many organisations (outside 
regulated industries) the risk function is held 
by the CAE. We brought together top audit and 
risk leaders from India’s leading businesses 
to discuss this topic in detail. This article 
shares a synopsis of this extremely energising 
conversation.

SETTING THE CONTEXT: 
OVERALL FRAMEWORK FOR 
RISK MANAGEMENT. 

Naval: The Companies Act states that 
the Board and the Audit Committee are 
responsible for implementing an effective risk 
management system in the company. Every 
company should have the Board of Directors 
monitor the Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM) aspects of the business. The Audit 
Committee is responsible for adopting the 
books of accounts and shows interest in areas 
where risks can have a material impact on 
financial performance of the company. A Chief 
Audit Executive, while also donning the hat of 
a Chief Risk Officer(CRO), would be basically 
facilitating the Risk Management Function, and 
may often be understood as a Risk Management 
Secretariat. While Internal Audit is mostly 
checking the historical facts to correct the path 
for future, the Enterprise Risk Management 
is more forward looking and anticipating the 
important risks that may occur. It focusses on 
mitigation strategies to avoid undesired impact 
on the forecast numbers or to create a positive 
opportunity to beat the forecast numbers.

Venkat: From a regulatory point of view, 
SEBI issued a consultative paper on the 
“Applicability and role of the Risk Management 
Committee” in November 2020 which details 
the terms of reference of the Risk Management 
committee of the Board. The proposed change 
is intended to be applicable to the top 1000 
listed companies by market cap in India. The 
impending change will bring in a sharper 
focus on the role of the Risk Management 
function within organisations moving beyond 

compliance, while also enhancing Board 
oversight and governance.

Swaminathan: One can say that the title of 
the ‘Chief Risk Officer’ is a misnomer as the 
ownership of risk and consequent mitigation 
cannot get transferred to that role. The role 
is better termed as a facilitator. In many 
companies, an Executive level risk committee is 
setup which consists of the Managing Director 
and key senior leaders. A Board level risk 
committee headed by an independent director 
of the Audit committee brings independence 
to the risk charter. The role of the Risk Head is 
to ‘Educate’, ‘Explore’, ‘Evaluate’ & ‘Ensure’. 
They need to watch out for potential risks, 
share information and evaluate risks that can 
have an impact on the company. 

Manoj: The Risk Leader takes responsibility 
for presenting the risk register to the board 
every quarter and collects inputs from risk 
owners (Function heads) on changes in risk 
profile or update’s on action plan to reduce 
the risk profiles. The heads of all departments 
are personally responsible to not only identify 
risks but also to contain them. In case, risks 
are larger than the remit of the function 
head, risk ownership passes onto Executive 
Committee of management.

Harshit: The role of a CRO is to be a facilitator 
who helps the management and the business 
strategically. Secondly, they are responsible 
to define risk frameworks and policies at the 
functional level as well at the organizational 
level to monitor, assess and report risks. 
They along with Enterprise Risk Leaders 
should be responsible for enhancing the 
awareness, creating a risk aware culture in 
the organization and forge the right path for 
risk management in the organization.

DONNING BOTH HATS I.E. RISK 
AND INTERNAL AUDIT: THE 
PROS AND CONS
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Manian: Donning both the hats has its 
advantages, although it has its challenges 
too. By being part of the strategy group, 
CRO becomes part of the decision process in 
the organisation. Having said that, it is also 
not uncommon for management to expect 
auditors to be at arm’s length even if they were 
in-house representatives. By being involved 
in the risk space and donning both roles, 
there is access to a lot of information which is 
empowering but requires maturity and trust 
building to nurture transparency. Only when 
people see the individual as someone who 
can add value, guide, and mentor, they will 
openly discuss their risks and challenges. It is 
important to be a leader who is there to help 
the business rather than simply make reports 
for deviations. The trust, however, comes over 
a period, when people see the ERM leader in 
action under different circumstances, judge 
their response to various situations and get 
comfortable with. Thus, credibility building 
is essential to effective involvement of the 
risk owners in the ERM process.Harshit: 
No regulator has prohibited a person from 
donning both hats. At the same time, they 
have never really propagated the practice 
which has caused confusion. Conventionally, 
CAE is an assurance role. But CAEs are 
gradually expected to perform advisory roles. 
Also, people expect CAEs to have forward 
looking capabilities (insight to foresight). All 
these in some form, are risk management 
activities. While there is a question of conflict, 
this is a clear argument on why the roles 
should be together. Lot of leaders are happy 
and comfortable donning both the roles. 

If there is a common independent director 
who sits on both the audit committee and 
the risk committee, this person can support 
championing the company’s risk philosophies 
in the audit committee and can be the voice of 
resolving conflicts related to risk and audit at 
the top level. If this is done, at an operational 
level things will automatically fall in its place.

Sriram: This dilemma also extends to the two 
committees of the Board - who is responsible 
for Risk Management - whether audit 
committee or risk management committee. 
The recent SEBI consultative paper probably 
adds to the confusion. Based on the above 
paper, Risk Management committee is 
responsible for all risks. As per Companies act, 
the audit committee must evaluate the risk 
management systems in the Company. They 
have to also ensure that risks are covered as 
part of the internal audit. In this context, it 
makes sense to have one person engage and 
provide comfort to both the committees. 
On a different note, for an audit function to 
perform a forward-looking role, the Head 
of internal audit needs a seat at the C 
suite table. This, in many organisations, 
is not automatic and is usually driven by 
individual’s relationship and contribution 
over a period. Being Head of risk management 
offers a seat at the table and thus a deeper 
understanding of company plans and risks 
that the organisation faces. The risk officer 
also benefits from wearing the hat of the 
CAE as the risk officer gets a first-hand view 
of what is happening on the ground. For 
instance, gaps in the assumptions/data while 
assessing the risk, the status of mitigation 
plans, etc. Also, a lot of analytics generated 
by audit can be leveraged by the risk officer.  
The risk-based IA framework helps the audit 
function perform better and helps tweak the 
audit scope and audit program to go beyond 
compliances and controls.

Venkat: The Internal Audit team is the best 
placed to understand the business from every 
aspect in comparison to others maybe for 
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the exception of the CFO, MD, or the Chief 
Strategy Officer. Sometimes the Internal Audit 
team members may tend to look at things from 
a historical or transactional point of view and 
not strategically. It is, however, essential that 
ERM is always approached with a strategic 
perspective so that one can have meaningful 
conversations with the business stakeholders. 
The stratosphere of risks is humungous be it 
people, culture, regulatory, competition, geo-
political risks, macro-economic factors etc. 
and one has to assess whether the Internal 
Auditor is equipped to deal with all facets 
of Enterprise Risk Management, so that the 
function is truly able to add value. 

RISK MANAGEMENT TRACKING:  
METRICES, TOOLS, BEST 
PRACTICES

Swaminathan:  A good practice is to develop 
two levels of risk tracking mechanisms where 
one focuses on risks at an operating level and 
the other at a broader organisation level. At 
the risk level, the key KPIs are defined and 
measured periodically. At the broader level, 
one can measure the number of risks that are 
identified, mitigated, upgraded or downgraded. 
It may also be useful to track the numbers 
of risks identified through the external risk 
watch championed by the risk team and how 

many risks from that get incorporated in the 
risk register. 
It is ideal to track the effectiveness of the 
mitigation plan digitally. Risks are converted 
to risk drivers which in turn is converted 
into a risk task which can be loaded into 
the system. Each risk task consists of a 
mitigation measure assigned to an owner and 
a measurable KPIs. This helps track risks in a 
granular and comprehensive fashion.

Naval: Some organisations document every 
possible risk into a standard template that 
are reviewed periodically, and qualitative 
comments are obtained by management. 
Some companies follow a no surprise policy 
where line level managers develop the practice 
of logging potential risks in their work, into a 
system irrespective of the size or consequence. 
It’s then made available for review as well as 
to track the existence of the risk at the overall 
company level so that strategic fixes can be 
put in place. While technology does play a 
good role in making the process efficient, the 
pre-requisite to implementation of technology 
in ERM process is the deeper understanding of 
business environment and relevancy of risks. 
Focus on key items and simplifying the risk 
evaluation process is always desirable from a 
CRO perspective.

Manian: A catch all tool for monitoring all 
metrices may not be required. Each function 
may have built-in dashboards to monitor their 
key risk metrices. Risk leaders can tap into 
these dashboards and build an overarching 
governance model. Quoting an example of 
the healthcare industry, which is heavily 
regulated, a compliance auditor may monitor 
hundreds of compliances in different unit 
hospitals across various locations in different 
states. Although, the risk function may 
not drive these compliances, they can take 
useful inputs from these reports. Also, a good 
Business Intelligence (BI) tool to track overall 
risk action closures that the risk management 
function tracks can help in efficient risk 
management.
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Harshit: Our team has developed an in-
house tool for ERM and Audit reporting. As 
requirements of every organisation is unique 
to their context, no one tool would readily 
serve all needs and customization may be 
required to meet specific requirements. In our 
organisation, the top 20-25 risks have already 
been defined in the in-house tool and are 
monitored through the tool. The top KPIs and 
KRIs associated with the risks are measured 
as well on a real time basis. The tool generally 
picks up data from fragmented sources and 
places it in a repository and converts them 
into a visual dashboard for use by the risk 
function as well as the audit committee.

Sriram: The ERM function acts a bridge 
between the board risk/audit committees, 
management and “risk champions”. ERM 
Function is responsible for having a broader 
view on all risks, cyber security, human 
resources, social media, sustainability, quality, 
safety, information security, compliance, 
strategic risks and so on. However, the ERM 
Function cannot take accountability for these 
risks, the ERM function oversees the risk 
management practices and constructively 
challenges assumptions with data, best 
practices, standards and frameworks.

CREATING VALUE IN THE ERM 
FUNCTION, LEARNINGS AND 
EXPERIENCES

Swaminathan: The Risk function can send 
out risk advisories covering key risks that may 
impact the business. The function can also 
collaborate with the business in identification of 
mitigating controls and review the effectiveness 
with the leadership on a quarterly basis. In our 
organisation, a monthly newsletter called ‘Risk 
Watch’ is circulated, which is not only about 
information sharing but also risks evaluated 
that have an impact on the company. 

Harshit: The risk function also measures the 
level of awareness that is created across the 
function. It also monitors soft KPIs like people’s 
participation, response time to queries etc.
Venkat: In addition to publishing a Risk 
Newsletter which captures the various external 
headwinds which may impact the industrial 
/ business sectors to which the company 
caters to, the risk function can also undertake 
facilitation of contractual and operational risk 
assessments. 
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Sriram: The role is to build awareness and 
independently challenge the identification and 
assessment of risks. ERM function should 
look for lead indicators from internal and 
external sources and assess its impact on the 
Company’s objectives.

DEFINING THE RISK APPETITE
Sriram: Tolerance limits can be set for most 
risks except for safety, compliance and code 
of conduct violations where there should be 
Zero tolerance. From an analytics standpoint, 
it is important to measure the impact of risks 
to determine if the impact is high, medium or 
low. E.g. From an operations point of view, 
tracking inventory obsolescence may be 
an indicator while from a strategic point of 
view, the attrition of customers could be an 
indicator. 

Harshit: Majority of the stakeholders are 
business leaders and executive management 
who set risk appetite levels which are 
acceptable at both organizational and 
portfolio levels. Through effective engagement 

with the process or business owners, these 
are converted into measurable threshold for 
the risks. Through Active Risk Management, 
the deviations from acceptable levels can be 
measured and mitigated. 

Manian: The key to an objective Risk 
Assessment is to use a well-designed and 
accepted risk evaluation criteria matrix 
covering all key risks of the organisation.
Summary: The CRO and the CAE play a 
pivotal role in driving the right governance, 
proactive measurement and tracking of the 
risk landscape of an enterprise, acting as a 
critical source of assurance for the board and 
the shareholders. There is tremendous value 
to be created by converging both these roles 
and views of the panellists in this paper are 
testimony to the same.  It all comes down to 
actions which drives outcomes and value to 
the organisation. 

The views expressed in the paper are solely 
that of the panellists and do not represent the 
organisations they work for.

coordination@iiaindia.co
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON 
BOARDS’ RESPONSIBILITY 
TOWARDS RISK 
MANAGEMENT

COVID-19 has thrown up unprecedented challenges and 
hardships for the entire world. Businesses are severely 
impacted and must navigate the financial and operational 
challenges while simultaneously addressing the needs of 
their workforce, customers and suppliers.
Board of directors face the challenging task of managing the 
impact of the pandemic on risk management due to reduced 
demand, disrupted supply chain or operational interruptions, 
employee health issues, or liquidity constraints.
Even for  seasoned board members, this is an uncharted 
territory. Companies would not have hitherto made 
business continuity plans considering such unprecedented 
circumstances which threaten to disrupt the entire business 
ecosystem. With the impact of disrupted supply chains, 
lack of liquidity, loss of business, financial strain, the move 
to working from home, the challenges seem never-ending 
and everlasting. If these challenges are not tackled quickly 
and carefully, thriving and flourishing business may face 
bankruptcy.

Surath Mukherjee
Head - Internal Audit, 

Dalmia Bharat Ltd.
mukherjee.surath@

dalmiabharat.com
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Legally the Directors’ duties and liabilities 
remain irrespective of thepandemic. They 
retain the responsibility of acting with due 
care in the best interests of the company. 
They should ensure the business remain in 
good health, remain solvent, have operational 
liquidity, meet contractual obligations and 
retain the ability to pay wages & statutory 
liabilities. Directors should act fast and pro-
actively formulate a strategy to deal specifically 
with these newly emerged risks. 
Their primary focus should be ensuring access 
to information – primarily on all external 
factors that may affect the business. Internal 
factors may affect the company’s response 
to risks emerging from external factors. The 
modus operandi of the Board during these 
times will decide the fate of an organisation 
- whether it can emerge into a new era of 
economic recovery and ensure benefit of 
all stakeholders or whether it succumbs to 
bankrupty and liquidation.
Companies are currently innovating and 
doing everything possible to steady the ship – 
knowing that the actions taken now are vital 
and will define the recovery effort once the 
crisis fades. 
For Directors, Liquidity and Profitability is a 
crucial short term action point. This requires 
directors to vet and approve proper financial 
forecasting and consider the financial impact 
of COVID-19 on revenue streams. This 

includes a financial trend analysis and further 
understanding of historic events. Working 
capital needs must be monitored carefully: 
considering cash conservation measures and 
managing accounts receivables, while ensuring 
funding facilities are available as additional 
resources to keep the business going. This 
also increases the need for directors to focus 
on additional compliance requirements. 
Governments may issue new legislation, or 
it could become more challenging to meet 
contractual obligations. In light of increased 
litigation risks, it is advisable to develop a 
regulatory universe specifically relating to 
COVID-19.
The health and safety of employees and 
their families, customers, suppliers, and the 
community in which they live & work must 
be the organisation’s first priority. Directors 
need to monitor management’s efforts to 
support containment of COVID-19 and satisfy 
themselves that planning and execution of 
those plans are sufficient. This topic should 
be on the agenda at every board meeting. The 
fact that this is a board priority should be 
emphasised continually and communicated 
internally within the organisation as well as 
outside to other stakeholders.
Let us now tabulate the Directors 
Responsibilities in these uncertain times:

1. Information Management; 
2. Assess and reassess financial resources;
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3. Review crisis response plans;
4. Oversee and assess management’s 

assessment of risks and its plans to 
manage them;

5. Assess management’s communications 
strategy;

6. Oversee management’s handling of the 
crisis;

7. Help safeguard the organisation’s values 
and culture;

8. Consider opportunities;
9. Assess the risk of opportunistic 

behaviour;
10. Keep a long-term focus;
11. Engage in a “Lessons Learned” exercise 

once the dust settles.
Going forward, the role of directors will remain 
critical to the company’s success, especially 
in such troubled and unprecedented times. 
The board should ensure actions are taken 
to mitigate the impact of disruption by 
developing and implementing enhanced risk 
management practices. The governing body’s 

primary governance role and responsibilities 
include steering and setting the strategic 
direction, approving policy, planning, ensuring 
accountability, and overseeing & monitoring 
activities. 

“Without proper direction and leadership from 
directors, the company will be like a rudderless 
boat in stormy water!”



publications@iiaindia.co
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CYBERSECURITY THREATS 
AND SMBS – CRITICAL 
REDESIGN USING 
AUDITBOTS 

Presently, Small and Medium-sized businesses (SMBs) are 
victims of more than 40% of cyberattacks, and this number 
continues to increase. However, cybersecurity remains an 
unexplored terrain for most SMBs, with less than 10% having 
any focus on any form of cybersecurity measure. Despite 
falling victim to cyber-attacks, why do SMBs continue 
deprioritising cybersecurity? Mainly because SMBs believe 
that their size of business does not warrant the attention of 
cyber miscreants. On the other hand, hackers are finding 
it tougher to attack established companies due to cyber 
fortresses they have built. Thus, shifting their focus to 
SMBs.
Threat arena of SMBs are pretty extensive, consisting of 
(and not limited to!) critical data leaks, unacceptable digital 
interface controls, trojan horse attacks, duplicate payments, 
phishing, malware, ransomware, denial of service, etc. 
These can result in financial losses, business continuity 
disruptions, data losses and so on. The ultimate result: 
bankruptcy and business closure.
SMBs must build a robust yet cost-effective cybersecurity 
strategy. To identify potentials weaknesses, they need to 
undertake cybersecurity audits. Auditbots can be their 

Shailesh Haribhakti
Chairman and  

Independent Director
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first port of call!. Through this paper, we have 
provided a perspective on certain cybersecurity 
audit principles and control plans.
As SMBs build their cybersecurity roadmap, 
they must follow 3 key principles: 
1. Start simple; 
2. Define goals; 
3. Build a short, mid, and long term roadmap.

Below is a 5 point framework to consider:
1. Protection: Establish infrastructure to 

capture data sets and establish internal 
financial controls to support the business 
model using the COSO framework. 
Implement a monthly audit of all systems, 
networks and infrastructure. User access 
must be restricted and documented. This 
allows for the breaches to be easily detected 
and contained.

2. Detection: Deploy Auditbots 24/7 that 
will continuously monitor and detect 
unusual data patterns. Studies indicate 
SMB breaches remain undetected for 
weeks after the attack, at which point the 
damage may already be beyond repair. 
Implementing the right strategy can auto-
detect suspicious activities before they 
spread and help in minimising impact.

3. Response & Recovery (R&R): With the 
advent of a remote workforce model, an 
agile response & recovery system becomes 
crucial. Research indicates that 60% of 
small businesses shut down within six 

months of a cyber-attack. An effective 
response plan with well-defined processes, 
clear roles & responsibilities and an end-
to-end communication plan is critical.

4. Compliance: As processes are moving 
online, compliances become critical. 
For instance, the EU’s General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and New 
York Department of Financial Services 
(NYDFS) cybersecurity regulations have 
several compliance requirements with 
respect to data storage, breaches, and 
response plans. India also has its own 
legislation underway in the form of 
Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill, 2019. 
Staying compliant is not just mandatory. 
It will also make the business stronger 
and less susceptible to threats. Digitising 
all compliance with laws, regulations, and 
protocols is key.

5. Build employee awareness: Unaware 
employees are highly vulnerable to threats 
such as phishing and social engineering. 
Creating a well-informed cybersecurity 
culture is important. Simple strategies 
such as following good password policy or 
making password reset and related policies 
mandatory, will make a big difference.

In addition to the above, the following 10 
point checklist may help in developing a 
cybersecurity plan for your SMB:
1. Build a baseline of all business-critical 

assets, data/information, and reports. 
Data is your most valuable asset. Capture 
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data sets as they occur;
2. Include your extended network of vendors, 

partners, customers, etc., in the above. All 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 
must be encrypted;

3. Prioritise external-facing online systems 
such as eCommerce websites, vendor 
portals, etc., if applicable. Ensure that you 
install protective software;

4. Ensure all digital devices (like laptops, 
devices and phones) are in scope, especially 
given that several of us are working from 
home today;

5. Conduct a detailed audit/assessment to 
identify potential gaps & understand levels 
of severity;

6. Build a plan to address the gaps; use 
planning services/tools, like threat 
modelling to help you plan better;

7. Do not be constrained by lack of in-house 
expertise, work with partners who are 
experts in this space and can provide a 
complete range of security solutions;

8. Managed services are a great way for SMBs 
to resolve the skill gap issue. They are 
cost-effective with better, tried-and-tested 
solutions;

9. Continuous monitoring and regular testing 
of the cybersecurity setup is important. 
Very much like testing your home security 
system;

10. Execution of the plan is key. But remember, 
this is not a one-time deal, the strategy 
and plan for cybersecurity needs continual 
evolution and should be a key agenda item 
in the business planning process.

If the above still sounds daunting, below are 
some simple things SMBs can do right away 
to improve their cybersecurity defence:

 z Password management: Refresh password 
every 30 days, prevent password sharing 
in emails and texts and introduce 2-factor 
authentication;

 z Lock your servers: Lock screens of 
desktops and laptops when not in use;

 z Separate your networks: Guest WiFi 
Network ≠ Company WiFi ≠ Database 
Server Network;

 z Use only authorised app stores;
 z Encrypt emails with sensitive data;
 z Inventory of IT assets: Regular internal 

auditing, Monthly reviews of technology, 
and access.

For several of us, our first exposure to anything 
cyber were the early Terminator movies. 
Cyberdyne and Skynet became the topics 
of fervent discussions. Most of these movies 
followed a similar plot – the future is ugly 
and can’t be fixed. So people are sent back 
in time to address it in the present (or their 
past), thus changing the future and making 
it better. And Schwarzenegger saves the day. 
Given that time travel isn’t presently feasible, 
at least not yet, none of us will have the ability 
to go back in time and fix things. The good 
news is that there are things today that can 
help SMBs prevent an ugly future, especially 
when it comes to cyber safety.
Cybersecurity is not as expensive and 
intimidating as it once was. It is easy to get 
started. Get an audit done and understand 
where you stand and what options you have to 
begin with. SMBs should make this a priority 
before it is too late!
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DSCI FRAMEWORK - 
PRIVACY STRATEGY & 
PROCESSES

In the previous article (‘Need for Data Privacy Framework’), we 
discussed the DSCI (Data Security Council of India) Privacy 
Framework (DPF©) and a layered approach to implementing 
your data privacy processes.

As we ring in 2021 with jabs of vaccinated hope to lay the 
foundation for new beginnings, we take a look at the base 
layer of this framework – ‘Privacy Strategy & Processes’.

WHAT COMPRISES OF ‘PRIVACY 
STRATEGY AND PROCESSES’?

Strategic planning is an important and foundational process 
that decides the way forward for your organization to 
accomplish its data privacy goals. 

When deployed correctly, it helps you to align with the 
company’s vision & mission, prioritize functions, identify 
problems & solutions and monitor progress. It is considered 
the basis for any new initiatives within the organization.

DSCI Privacy Framework is based on an elaborate layer 
of ‘Privacy Strategy & Processes’. It aids in establishing 
the strategic and tactical elements for privacy through the 
following practice areas. 

Sucheta V. Upendra
Senior Vice President – 

Information Security and 
Risk Advisory

Sucheta.Upendra@riskpro.in
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Practice Area How does it help?
Visibility over personal information (VPI) Gives a comprehensive overview of personal data 

your organization manages 

Privacy Organization & Relationship (POR):  Establishes sound relationships with different 
entities of an organization for coordinating and 
collaborating on privacy.

Privacy Policy & Processes (PPP) Guides and provides directions for privacy 
implementation by implementing appropriate 
processes

Regulatory Compliance Intelligence (RCI) & Privacy 
Contract Management (PCM) 

Ensures alignment of privacy initiatives to the 
changing regulatory landscape and contractual 
requirements, and proportionality of measures to 
the liability exposure.

Although, you can implement these areas in 
parallel, it is advisable to set high level privacy 
policy & direction at the onset. 

Consider the case study of Healthcare 
Analytics India (HAI*) - a provider of medical 
billing software, looking to expand its solutions 
and services. 

HAI has come up with a solution for engaging 
patients online, scheduling appointments, 
and generating electronic medical records 
(EMRs). They are also working on an analytics 
solution for patients to monitor their health 
and get preventive check-up reminders. 
There is a plan to market these solutions to 
hospitals and other healthcare providers in 
India. HAI is also in discussion with their 
business partners to launch these solutions 
in the United Kingdom, the Middle East, and 
the USA.

As expected, prospective customers in these 
areas want assurance that HAI’s practices 
comply with their respective regional and 
sectorial data protection requirements.  

HAI legal team is familiar with high level details 
of upcoming personal data protection bill in 
India as well as similar regulations in some 
of the other countries. However, they are not 
sure about when the new bill will be enacted 
and its applicability. HAI decides to adopt 
the approach suggested by DSCI’s Privacy 

Framework to comply with data protection 
regulations in multiple countries. The idea is 
to save compliance efforts and come up with 
a single &sustainable system to meet all data 
protection compliance requirements. 

HAI’s CEO, the dynamic and no-nonsense Dr. 
Asha Rodriguez, forms a task force comprising 
of key members from each department 
(Product & technologies, Client Service, 
Facilities operations & supplier management, 
IT Infrastructure, Human Resources and 
Legal.)

Dr. Asha takes the lead in articulating her 
organization’s commitment and intent to 
ensure privacy of the data HAI gathers or 
receives. She further assigns each team 
responsibility of developing SOPs (Standard 
Operating Procedure) to carry out their tasks. 
In-line with ‘Privacy Policies & Procedures’ 
practice area, the SOPs are also expected to 
describe data privacy & security measures 
each team is to implement at each step of 
process workflow.

The next step is to get visibility of personal 
information - a comprehensive overview of 
business processes, enterprise & operational 
functions, client and supplier relationships 
that deal with personal information. The 
following points are key in building this 
comprehensive overview:
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 z Business process workflows for each 
solution

 z Data elements in various forms (unmasked, 
obfuscated, hidden and randomized)

 z Data received from various sources such as 
websites, chatbots, apps used by patients 
etc. to assist in making appointments for 
remote or in-person consultation

 z Cloud service providers and providers for 
other AI/ML-driven services such as email, 
chatbots,

 z Internal applications, shared drives, 
network systems, messaging systems 
storage and transmission

While HAI’s ‘Product & technologies team’ 
is busy creating a detailed data inventory, 
the HR team is debating about what kind of 
organization structure they should have for 
effective data privacy management and also 
avoid any conflict of interest. 

Following inputs from practice area ‘Privacy 
Organization & Relationship’ guide the HAI 
task force to create the final organization 
structure:

 z All activities contributing to privacy 
initiatives in the organization;

 z Efforts, resources & additional 
competencies required; 

 z Information flow and reporting concerning 
data privacy & security;

 z Existing team structure and changes 
required to ensure segregation of duties and 
remove conflict of interest. The following 
can be considered while implementing this 
step: 
 ○ legal team’s responsibilities & 

competencies concerning data 
protection regulations;

 ○ security audit team which was reporting 
to the IT Infrastructure team;

 ○ possibility of combining any functions 
such as product development & client 
service;

 z Need for central governance; if privacy 
should report to security. 

The HAI task force decides to hire a Chief Privacy 
Officer who reports directly to the CEO; an 
existing information security audits team forms 
a separate ‘Risk & Compliance team’ & ‘Product 
& Technology’ is combined with ‘Client Service’ 
are combined to get a new name ‘Product 
Development & Support’. They propose the 
following organizational structure:
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Once the organization structure is in place, 
Dr. Asha, the CEO, initiates the hiring of a 
Data Privacy Officer. 

Taskforce members from legal & supplier 
management team also begin going over 
applicable regulatory and contractual 
requirements. 

Apart from the upcoming personal data 
protection bill, the legal team is also familiar 
with other requirements within India such as 
‘EHR (Electronic Health Record) standards 
published by India’s Ministry of Health & 
Family Welfare (MoH&FW). They decide to 
deep dive further in it.

They also refer to practices suggested by 
‘Regulatory Compliance Intelligence’ 
& ‘Privacy Contract Management’ and 
consider the following inputs to come up 
with applicable regulatory and contractual 
requirements for clients & suppliers:

 z Map legal & compliance requirements to 
each data element
 ○ Identify data elements falling under 

the definition of ‘Sensitive Personal 
Information’;

 ○ Determine liabilities imposed by 
regulations concerning identified data 
elements;

 ○ Look at legal requirements from 
the perspective of data elements 
identified;Impact of political changes 
such as Brexit on regulations of target 
territory;

 ○ Check ‘Entity Regulations’ which intend 

to protect vertical-specific information, 
‘Functional Regulations’ which address 
specific functions, and ‘Geographical 
Regulations’ that represent geography-
specific law. 

 ○ Create a list of current & prospective 
clients as well as suppliers to verify 
data exchange and applicability of 
regulations

 z Adopt contemporary approaches, trends & 
practices
 ○ Use of data protection regulatory 

notification and analysis services
 ○ Integration with enterprise security 

solutions such as Data Leakage 
Prevention (DLP) & Security Information 
& Event Management (SIEM)

After the initial frenzy of activities, a few 
weeks down the line, HAI completes the 
groundwork for building the framework and is 
ready to move to the next layer of the (DPF©) 
‘Information Usage & Access’. 

The team is now eagerly waiting to onboard 
their Data Privacy Officer and spearhead their 
data protection compliance program!! It is all 
about new beginnings after all!

(*: Disclaimer: The company – Healthcare Analytics 
India - HAI, people, and events depicted in the story 
above are fictitious. No association with any real 
company, people, or events is intended or should 
be inferred.)
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SYSTEM AND 
ORGANIZATION 
CONTROLS (SOC) REPORT

Gone are those days when an organization used to work in 
silos. With the advent of technology and globalization, more 
work is getting outsourced daily and rapidly.

For the time being, envision that you're running a multi-
million-dollar company with offices across the globe. In 
your recent steering committee meeting, it was decided 
that a good portion of your in-house services will be taken 
care by multiple third-party vendors. The vendors have 
promised you; excellent SLAs and unbeatable KPIs. After 
compulsory onboarding procedures are completed, it was 
time to transfer key processes and sensitive data to the 
Outsourced company. But then comes the dilemma. How 
about Data classification? What about privacy? What about 
ICFR or IT Controls? 

Any activity being performed by third-party business will 
most likely impact the user organization's records (financial 
or non-financial). In order to decrease the trust deficit and 
increase confidence, service organizations are generally 
asked to place appropriate controls tackling key risks within 
the outsourced processes. By doing so, service organizations 
help their customers with better risk management and 
problem-free solutions. 

System and Organization Controls (SOC) reports provide 
such assurance through attestation by an independent 
auditor. These reports reduce the time and expense needed 
to address service organizations' customer needs. SOC 

Shashank K.V.N.V. 
Manager,  

Business Consulting 
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reporting has become a communication vehicle 
used by service organizations to demonstrate 
to their clients that: 

1. Appropriate controls have been designed 
in the services they are providing ;

2. The identified controls are designed and 
operating effectively.

The Auditing Standards Board (ASB) of 
the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) issues and maintains 
auditing standards that guide the SOC 
reporting. Statement on Standards for 
Attestation Engagements (SSAE – 18) is one such 
auditing standard for service organizations. 
It essentially provides a standard by which 
service organizations (such as those that 
provide IT/BPO services) can demonstrate the 
effectiveness of their internal controls, without 
having to allow each of their customers to 
come in and perform their audit. Without this 
standard, service organizations would expend 
a prohibitive amount of resources responding 
to audit requests from each customer. With 
this standard, service organizations can hire 
a certified independent service auditor (such 
as Big 4 firms) to perform an SSAE audit and 
issue various reports. These reports can in 
turn, be presented to customers requiring 
evidence of the effectiveness of the service 
organization's internal controls.

There are two types of Service Organization 
Controls (SOC) reports:

1. Type 1 SOC report -  includes the service 
auditor's opinion on the fairness of the 
presentation of the service organization's 
and description of controls in operation 
and the suitability of the design of the 
controls to achieve the specified control 
objectives or criteria. 

2. Type 2 SOC report -  includes the 
information contained in a Type 1 service 
report and includes the service auditor's 
opinion on whether the specific controls 
were operating effectively during the period 
under review (usually six months).

The SOC reports have become particularly 

important since the implementation of Section 
404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) in 2002, 
as companies can use them as evidence of 
the effectiveness of internal controls over any 
aspects of financial processing and reporting 
that have been outsourced. Without them, any 
company providing financial services would 
be bombarded with SOX audits from all/their 
customers, as opposed to being able to hand 
each customer the same SSAE 18 report. 
However, one must remember that, SSAE 18 
is an attestation report; not a Certification. 
Organizations are never "certified" or 
"compliant" with SSAE 18 or any of the SOC 
reports. An organization advertising itself as 
such may not understand the nature of SSAE 
18.

Some examples of service organizations are 
insurance and medical processors, trust 
companies, hosted data centers, application 
service providers (ASPs), managed security 
providers, credit processing organizations, 
clearinghouses, Information technology 
service providers, etc.

SOC reporting can take the form of five 
different engagements, which produce five 
different reports, namely;

 z SOC 1 - Report on Controls at a Service 
Organization Relevant to User Entities' 
Internal Controls over Financial 
Reporting (ICFR): These reports, prepared 
in accordance with AT-C section 320 
(AICPA Professional standards), Reporting 
on an Examination of Controls at a Service 
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Organization Relevant to User Entities' 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, 
are specifically intended to meet the 
needs of user entities that use service 
organizations and the auditors that audit 
the user entities' financial statements, in 
evaluating the effect of the controls at the 
service organization on the user entities' 
financial statements.

 z SOC 2 - Report on Controls at Service 
Organization Relevant to Security, 
Availability, Processing Integrity, 
Confidentiality or Privacy: These 
reports are intended to meet the needs of 
a broad range of users that need detailed 
information and assurance about the 
controls at a service organization relevant 
to security, availability, and processing 
integrity of the systems, the service 
organization uses to process users' data 
and the confidentiality and privacy of the 
information processed by these systems.

 z SOC 3 - Trust Services Report for 
Service Organizations: These reports 

are designed to meet the needs of users 
who need assurance about the controls 
at a service organization relevant to 
security, availability, processing integrity 
confidentiality, or privacy, but do not have 
the need for or the knowledge necessary 
to make effective use of a SOC 2 Report. 
Since they are general use reports, SOC 3 
reports can be freely distributed.

 z SOC for Cybersecurity: The SOC report 
for Cybersecurity risk management is 
designed to provide users with information 
to help them understand management's 
process for handling enterprise-wide 
cyber-risks and to meet the needs of a 
broad range of users. 

 z SOC for Supply Chain: The SOC report for 
Supply chain is designed to provide users 
information on an entity's system and 
controls for producing, manufacturing, or 
distributing goods. It allows organizations 
to evaluate their internal controls as they 
relate to their supply chain..

Report 
Type

SOC 1 SOC 2 SOC 3
SOC for 

Cybersecurity
SOC for 

Supply Chain
Purpose Financial 

Reporting 
Controls

Security, 
availability, 
confidentiality, 

processing 
integrity and/
or privacy 

Security, 
availability, 
confidentiality, 

processing 
integrity and/
or privacy 

An 
organization’s 

enterprise-
wide 

cybersecurity 
risk 

management 
program

A 
manufacturing, 

production 
and/or 

distribution 
system

Management 
Assertion

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Auditor’s 
opinion

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Description Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Controls, 
tests 
performed

Yes Yes No No Yes

Fig 1 : Table explaining Various Sections in a Typical SOC Report
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CIA QUIZ
Q1. Which of the following tools would 
provide the most useful depiction of 
a process flow that spans multiple 
departments in an organization?
A. A vertical flowchart of each department, 

showing inputs at the top and outputs at 
the bottom.

B. A narrative, with a section dedicated to the 
process of each department.

C. A combination of a flowchart, which 
shows the process, and a narrative, which 
indicates the related department.

D. A horizontal flowchart, with each 
department identified across the top and 
the process flow below.

Q2. According to the Standards, which of 
the following is not a responsibility of the 
audit committee?
A. Appointment and performance of the chief 

audit executive.
B. Reviewing internal audit staffing promotions 

and salary increases.
C. Review, assessment and approval of the 

annual audit plan.
D. Resolving any disagreements between 

management and internal audit.

Q3. Which of the following is true regarding 
the purpose of the COSO enterprise risk 
management framework?
1. It is a process that is ongoing and flows 

throughout the organization. 
2. It contributes to the formulation of the 

organization's mission and vision. 
3. It enables internal audit to provide 

reasonable assurance to an organization's 
management and the board.

4. It enables the management of risks 
within an organization's risk appetite.

A. 1, 2, and 3 only

B. 1, 2, and 4 only

C. 1, 3, and 4 only

D. 2, 3, and 4 only 

Q4. Which of the following controls within a 
spreadsheet would address the risk of logic 
errors? 
1. The spreadsheet contains formulas that 

foot and cross-foot data.
2. The spreadsheet is locked to protect 

cell formulas from being inadvertently 
changed. 

3. Spreadsheets are included in nightly 
backup processes. 

4. Check-in and check-out software is used 
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to manage version control.

A. 1 and 2 only

B. 1 and 3 only

C. 2 and 4 only

D. 3 and 4 only

Q5. A member of the IT department is 
transferred to the internal audit department. 
A few months after transfer, the new 
auditor volunteers to assist in an assurance 
engagement for the IT department. 
According to the Standards, how should the 
chief audit executive respond?
A. A. Decline the offer because the internal 

auditor subordinated professional 
judgment, and objectivity is therefore 
impaired.

B. Decline the offer because the internal 
auditor recently got transferred from the IT 
department.

C. Accept the offer because the internal 
auditor maintains an independent mental 
attitude and is therefore objective.

D. Accept the offer because the internal 
audit charter grants the internal auditor 
authority to maintain objectivity.

Q6. In selecting a team to perform an 
internal audit of a purchasing operation, 
which of the following characteristics 
would not preclude an auditor from being 
selected?
1. The auditor's spouse is employed by 

the clerical section of the purchasing 
records unit. 

2. The auditor had been a purchasing agent 
five years earlier. 

3. The auditor's family owns a business that 
regularly sells goods to the organization. 

4. The auditor has received a desk calendar 
as a promotional gift from a vendor.

A. 1 and 3 only

B. 1 and 4 only

C. 2 and 3 only

D. 2 and 4 only

Answers are printed on the last page.
Contributed by "Dr. Paul Jayakar"
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BUILDING RESILIENCE: 
CRITICAL BASICS OF 
BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
PLANNING (BCP)

The ongoing pandemic has been a great teacher for all 
organisations, and one of the most valued lessons taught 
by it is to build/improve the resilience of an organisation. 
Though business continuity planning is not a new concept, 
it surely got a wholly new face and structure in the pandemic 
period. The business continuity plans, which were tested 
once a year by organisations, were suddenly pulled out of 
the drill documents and put into practice. While that was not 
enough, many organisations set up crisis committees, which 
started frequently meeting to take stock of all happenings 
from people perspective. Legacy processes demanded 
exceptions and approvals from senior management and risk 
functions. Both contractual and permanent staff started 
accessing those applications and systems from home, which 
organisations would have never thought of, in their wildest 
dreams. While all this was going on, were these plans 100% 
successful in ensuring flawless continuity to business? How 
much of the basics of BCP were focussed on? 

Here we will focus on some simple BCP measures, which 
some organisations have successfully established and hence 
were fully prepared and sailed through the pandemic. Also, 
some major failures in BCP in this period will be covered.

Taking the ongoing covid19 pandemic as an example, below 

Sumedha Adavade
RMG – Operational Risk, 

DBS Bank India Ltd.
sumedhaadavade@dbs.com
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we will elaborate on four major areas of an effective BCP cycle that some organisations have 
successfully established and which helped them successfully through the pandemic:

THE FOUR MAJOR AREAS TO FOCUS ON (THE EFFECTIVE BCP CYCLE):

1. PLANNING AND 
STRATEGIZATION: 

The success of BCP in an organisation 
depends on detail and quality of planning and 
the strategy adopted. BCP planning should 
cover all the major basic elements that form 
an organisation, i.e. People, Process and 
Technology. Any successful BCP exercise 
depends on planning around all these three 
factors, without ignoring or giving less 
importance to any of it. The best way to do 

such planning is to do a ‘Business Impact 
Analysis’ (BIA). Criticality is the basis of 
BIA, which again can be based on numerous 
factors like: 

 z People
 ○ Which teams or departments are 

critical to business? 

 ○ How long can business survive 
absenteeism in these departments?

 ○ What are the team sizes, and how can 
they operate with minimal chances of 
infection?

 ○ How long a team can manage without 
the critical resources in it?

 ○ How will the infected staff supported 
remotely for medical, financial, 
emotional assistance?

 ○ Which are critical customers to the 
business?

 ○ Which are critical suppliers or 
outsourced service providers?

Figure 1: The effective BCP Cycle (based on best practices and standards followed by 
organisations worldwide)
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 z Process
 ○ Which processes will get affected the 

most in outbreak of pandemic?

 ○ Which processes cannot be broken for 
a longer times?

 ○ Which processes will require deviations?

 ○ Who will be the assessing and approval 
authorities for these deviations?

 ○ What will be timelines to roll back to 
normal/original processes, if deviations 
are followed during crisis?

 ○ How can maximum processes be 
digitised? For e.g. payments

 z Technology
 ○ Which are the critical categories of 

systems in the organisations?

 ○ How much downtime can the 
organisation tolerate on these systems?

 ○ What is the access control list of all 
such systems, and what modifications 
will be required in the same during 
crisis?

 ○ How will the virtual private network 
(VPN) accesses and the security levels 
managed?

 ○ What will be the change in roles and 
responsibilities of Network Operations 
Centre (NOC) /Security Operations 
Centre (SOC) teams?

 ○ What measures will be required to 
prevent data leakages?

 ○ What security measures are required 
on end points?

The most effective way to implement a BIA is 
to focus on the criticality and priority of each 
resource within the organisation and then 
customise it to frame factors around the three 
major elements mentioned above.

2. SEGREGATION AND 
PRIORITISATION: 

The output of BIA exercise can be both 
qualitative and quantitative. But it surely 

gives a vivid picture of the major areas that 
an organisation will need to focus during any 
crisis situation.

 z People:  Based on this output, there can 
be split sites planned for people to operate 
from home/office/different locations. 
There may be Team A and Team B within 
the department (can be more depending on 
the size) who hold the fort uninterrupted 
by working through different locations at 
the same time.

 z Process: There will be list of processes 
which cannot be afforded to be compromised 
during a crisis. So accordingly, there can 
be controls built around all parts of such 
processes, which may be prone to failure. 
For e.g. for a few critical customers who 
normally provide transaction instructions 
through fax, but cannot visit the offices 
during lockdown situations, there can be 
an option built for email based transaction 
processing and collecting the physical 
copies of transaction instructions at a later 
point in time bound manner. 

 z Technology: Likewise, the critical 
categories of systems and applications, 
if opened for access over Virtual Private 
Networks (VPN) can have additional layer 
of security compared to other generic 
systems or applications like intranet 
portals of an organisation.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION: 

This is  a tough stage to execute in BCP 
especially in an actual crisis scenario like a 
pandemic. Few basic but important points:

 z People:
 ○ Most important aim: to safeguard 

human life by controlling infection rate; 

 ○ Having a very strong and effective 
incident response team or a crisis 
response team with commitment and 
involvement of senior most people and 
management in an organisation;

 ○ Effective communication to all staff, 
customers, service providers, facilities, 
building and infrastructure staff etc. 
during the whole pandemic period. The 
communication should ensure effective 
deterrence through new or changed 
policies or practices of the organisation 
during the pandemic period;

 ○ Even simple hygiene measures like 
covering the face while coughing or 
sneezing, using mask at all times, 
washing hands properly, sanitising 
hands when accessing the most 
frequently touched points like door 
knobs, chairs and desks, maintaining 
the minimum prescribed distance from 
subordinates and strictly following 
the reduced occupancy need to be 
communicated;

 ○ Communication can be through proper 
banners, pamphlets, stick posts or sign 
boards at relevant places;

 ○ All the timely relevant notifications 
from regulatory bodies like Ministry of 
Health should be diligently followed;

 ○ Awareness of information security 
and all do’s and don’ts to safeguard 
organisational data while working from 
home or in split sites operations should 
be clearly communicated.

 z Process:
 ○ For processes, there would be exception 

handling required in some cases; 

 ○ Building appropriate controls around 
all such exceptions is vital. Appropriate 
segregation of duties in account handling 
operations, transaction processing, call 
backs, fax backs, telephone confirmation 
etc. to name a few;

 ○ Best and absolute use of digital products 
should be made priority. This would 
not only reduce manual interventions 
in processes and physical contacts but 
will also increase customer convenience 
and organisation’s business outcomes 
on digitisation.

 z Technology: 
 ○ Secured access control to all critical 

systems and applications is of 
utmost importance in a split-site 
implementation;

 ○ Availability and proper facilitation 
of video and audio conferencing 
mechanisms and systems has become a 
basic requirement in the ‘new normal’;

 ○ Tighten the basics of data and 
cybersecurity like: 

• stringent monitoring and 
configuration of firewall rule base;

• timely anti-virus updates and patch 
management at endpoint devices;

• full-fledged and operative BCP drill 
plans;
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• most important: all possible measures 
to secure the organisation data!

4. MONITORING AND 
REPORTING:  

This is again one of the important steps which 
involve focussed time and efforts right from 
the top management. Changes in the BCP 
plan should be reflected through keeping a 
regular tab on regulatory notifications and 
circulars, regular meetings of incident or crisis 
response team to implement changes in office 
related to human resources (like increase or 
decrease of staff in office based on trend of 
infection in surroundings), monitoring health 
of staff and families of staff, through regular 
team updates and accordingly make changes 
in split-site operations, managing business 
travel restrictions.  

MAJOR FAILURES IN BCP: REAL 
CASE STUDIES:

As an impulsive reaction to WHO notification 
of Covid-19 being pandemic in early 2020, a 
company immediately implemented work from 
home operations. Then there were surprises in 
forms of scarcity of laptops, insufficient VPN 

licenses, absence of remote access policy etc. 
3 Hence the importance of first step: Planning 
and Strategization!

There were many cyber-attacks during the 
pandemic period like malware deployment 
through map visuals of Covid-19 statistics3, 
use of regulatory notifications on loan 
moratoriums to defraud people through their 
bank details and cause financial losses are 
just some of them.  Regular awareness of 
cybersecurity is the key here.

CONCLUSION: 

Business Continuity is universally vital for all 
organisations. Crisis situations like the ongoing 
pandemic best learnings opportunities to build 
the resilience of an organisation through a strong 
and effective BCP management. To have a better 
bigger picture, there should be industrialisation of 
business continuity with more strategic initiatives 
from Government and public organisations like 
online or physical workshops, best practices 
sharing seminars, recognition of best resilient 
organisations etc. This would help organisations 
to be crisis-ready and overall build a resilient 
economy, secured social life and sustainable use 
of available resources.
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IIA INDIA NATIONAL WOMEN’S FORUM 
CONFERENCE – UNLEASHING THE 
POWER OF WOMEN – LEADERSHIP AND 
GOVERNANCE (HELD ON 19TH FEB., 2021)
The first National Women’s Forum Conference 
was held on 19th Feb., 2021. The conference 
theme was “Unleashing the Power of Women – 
Leadership and Governance”. More than 2000 
participants attended the day-long conference. 
Career Fair, the launch of Mentorship program 
and enthralling sessions made this conference 
unique in its own way.

We heartily thank our Platinum sponsor 
- Genpact, Gold sponsor - Delloitte, Silver 
sponsor - ANB and Associate sponsors TDS 
Global, Protiviti, TVS, averQ, eNoah, SBI 
Mutual Funds for their support. We also 
thank our career fair participants MGC Global 
Risk Advisory, JHS & Associates, Amazon and 
Societe Generale, for their participation.

The conference was started with Key Note 
Address by Satyavati Barera, CEO – Partner, 
PWC India, along with Subhashis Nath, 
Service Line Leader, Enterprise Risk & 
Compliance at Genpact and Founder & Mentor 
at Global Risk Management Institute. She set 
the context of the conference talking about 
“Journey to Leadership – Delivering Impact to 
Organizations.”

The session can be revisited from the following 
link: https://youtu.be/KkcLE5MQ8bo

Next was the Special Address on How Women 
Directors can Contribute to Corporate 
Excellence in Governance by Jenitha 
John, Chairperson, IIA Inc. The session 
was very interesting, while she shared her 
own experience in her journey to the global 
leadership position.

You can listen to her using the following link: 
https://youtu.be/nRqf7CXeOMY

Another exciting panel discussion on “Women 
Leader Rising up the Corporate Ladder” 
was held. The panellists are Sabina Sudan, 
Senior ethics & compliance professional, 
Senior adjunct lecturer – National University 
of Singapore (NUS) Business School, Geeta 
Mathur, Board member Infoedge Ltd. & 
Motherson Sumi Ltd., Ritu Chawla Kochhar, 
Leads Spencer Stuart’s Financial Services and 
Boards practice in India and Private equity 
practice in the Asia Pacific. The session was 
moderated by Anu Priy Vij, Leader, Compliance 
as a service group, Genpact.

https://youtu.be/KkcLE5MQ8bo 
https://youtu.be/nRqf7CXeOMY 
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This session can be accessed from the following 
link: https://youtu.be/KsuWJB4mtUA

Next was the Technical Session on “Evolving 
Controls & Compliance Landscape – Leveraging 
Automation and Analytics”. The session 
speakers were Nidhi Mittal, Director as a service 
group, Genpact, Sakshi Sahni, Senior Manager, 
Compliance as a service group, Genpact and 
Garima Lakhanpal, Senior Manager in Genpact 
Enterprise Risk Consulting.

The session can be accessed from the following 
link: https://youtu.be/7KZmrd3-dx4

Post lunch break, the conference organizing 
committee was introduced by Debashis Ghosh, 
Chairperson – Training Committee, IIA India. 
The conference organizing committee for the 
conference includes Uma Prakash, Chairperson 
– IIA India, Sana Baqai, Chairperson – IIA Delhi 
Chapter Women’s Forum and Chief Editor – 
IIA India, Sandhya Sriram, Chairperson - IIA 
Bangalore Chapter Women’s Forum, Nehal 
Shah, Chairperson - IIA Bombay Chapter 
Women’s Forum, Seema Grover, Chairperson 
- IIA Hyderabad Chapter Women’s Forum, 

Ishani Ray, Chairperson - IIA Calcutta Chapter 
Women’s Forum, Bhavani Jois, President – 
IIA Bangalore Chapter, Jyoti Dua, Board of 
Governor – IIA Delhi Chapter, Thiyagarajan 
Kumar, President – IIA India and Nikhel 
Kochhar, Chief Advisor – IIA India. During the 
conference, the Mentorship program was also 
launched by IIA India Women’s Forum. 

The details of the mentorship and returnship 
program can be watched using the following 
link: https://youtu.be/x_nCtpjJo-c

https://youtu.be/KsuWJB4mtUA 
https://youtu.be/7KZmrd3-dx4
https://youtu.be/x_nCtpjJo-c
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Another fascinating Fire Side Chat on “Digital 
Transformation Women’s Empowerment” was 
taken up by Anil Bhandari, Past President, IIA 
India and Chief Mentor, ANB (Assurance and 
Business Advisory). 

The session is available for viewing at 
the following link: https://youtu.be/
BhutXPTEsD4

The very informative session was held on CIA 
Challenge Exam, addressing all the questions 
related to it. The session was taken up by 
Nikhel Kochhar, Chief Advisor - IIA India.

Next Panel Discussion on “Inclusive Leader, 
Emotional excellence of women in leading” by 

Mimi Nicklin, Bestselling author of ‘Softening 
the Edge’ and the host of the ‘Empathy for 
Breakfast’ Breakfast Show and The ‘Secrets 
of the Gap’ podcast, Melissa Arulappan, 
Communication Head, IQVIA, and Dr. 
Vandana Nadig Nair, CEO & Co-founder, 
Elderaid Wellness. The session was moderated 
by Sandhya Sriram, Chairperson, Women’s 
Forum IIA Banglore Chapter.

The session can be accessed through 
the following link: https://youtu.be/
Dy5kqMkbu78

The subsequent panel discussion was on 
‘Internal Audit as a Strategic Lever’. Session 
panellists were Pragati Gondhalekar, Country 
Head Group Audit – Deutsche Bank AG India, 
Poornima Subramanian, Chief Financial 
Officer - Reliance Nippon Life Insurance, 
Himanish Choudhary, Partner - Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu India LLP. The session 
was moderated by Neeyati Kothari, Director - 
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India LLP.

The session can be viewed at: https://youtu.
be/pKlC09o6FVM

The session was concluded by Anuradha 
Razdan and Nikhel Kochar with a Vote of 
Thanks.



https://youtu.be/BhutXPTEsD4 
https://youtu.be/BhutXPTEsD4 
https://youtu.be/Dy5kqMkbu78
https://youtu.be/Dy5kqMkbu78
https://youtu.be/pKlC09o6FVM 
https://youtu.be/pKlC09o6FVM 
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KOLKATA CHAPTER CONFERENCE
XXVIII VIRTUAL ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021

IIA India-Calcutta Chapter organised Virtual 
Annual Conference on 13th February, 2021.

The theme of the virtual Conference was 
“Internal Audit – Panacea for Business in 
Future”. 

Welcome Address was given by Mr Debshis 
Ghosh Convenor Conference Committee, IIA 
India -Calcutta Chapter. The Inaugural Session 
was addressed by Chief Guest Padmashri T.N. 
Manoharan, Mr T. Kumar, President IIA India, 
Mr. Anindra Nath Chatterjee President, DIIA 
India -Calcutta Chapter.

Guest of Honour was Mr Subhasish Nath, 
Senior Vice President and Enterprise Risk 
Consulting Service Line Leader for Genpact.

The Conference had Inaugural Session and 
four Technical Sessions, one Motivational 
Speech and panel discussion.

Some of the Speakers of the Conference were 
Mr. P. R. Ramesh, Ex-Chairman, Deloitte India, 
Dr. Rajendra P Srivastava, Ex- EY Professor 
& Ex-Director, EY-Centre for Auditing & 
Research on Advanced Technologies (CARAT), 
Mohammed Iqbal Hossain, President, IIA 
Bangladesh and President ISACA, Dhaka 

Chapter, Ms. Julianne McGarry. Head, 
Controls and Compliance Tower, Tata Motors 
Group, Mr. Anil Bhandari Managing Partner 
ANB Global, Central Council Member ICAI, 
National Council Member, IIA India, Mr 
Vinod Kashyap, National Expert to Audit 
Data services, Co-Founder & Director-Next 
Gen Knowledge Solutions Pvt Ltd., Mr Mohit 
Gupta, Director, Mazars India, Mr Shyam 
Sarrof, CEO, Edudelphi Education Pvt. Ltd.

In the Conference, the following subjects of 
contemporary importance were discussed in 
various sessions:

 z Internal Audit Changing Landscape.
 z Technology to Drive Future of Internal 

Audit
 z How to Internal Audit is Aligned to the 

Future Business Cenario-Forging the 
links between the second and third line for 
the benefit of the first, Internal Auditing: 
Principles and Practices in the Public 
Sector

 z Remote Audit – During & After COVID-19.

The conference was a stupendous success 
with more than 1200 registrations.
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HYDERABAD CHAPTER CONFERENCE
Hyderabad Chapter Annual Conference was held on Saturday, 3rd April 2021. The theme of 
the Conference was ‘Internal Audit in the New Normal Decade’. The conference included talks 
by eminent speakers on a wide variety of topics of professional relevance and contemporary 
significance as well as panel discussions, packed over five hours of engaging sessions. The 
programme was well attended and drew excellent feedback from the participants.  
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BOMBAY CHAPTER CONFERENCE

IIA Bombay Chapter Annual Conference was 
held on 12th and 13th March 2021.

The Theme was “Scaling New Heights” It was 
a two-day programme that encompassed the 
CPE credits of 8 Hours.

We had the privilege to have Mr. Richard 
Chambers, President and CEO of The Institute 
of Internal Auditors, Inc. USA and Ms. Jenitha 
John the Chairperson of IIA Inc. USA and 
other renowned Speakers from India.

The sessions were contemporary informative, 

exciting and full of knowledge. There were 
panel discussions on variant topics throwing 
light on the innovation and efficiency of the 
Internal Audit.

There was a session on The IIA Bombay 
Chapter Excellency Awards wherein all the 
participants were evaluated under different 
categories, and as per the Jury decision, the 
Awards were declared.

Overall it was a successful and remarkable 
Annual Conference. We had wonderful 
feedback from the participants.
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Upcoming Online

S. 
No. Date Time Topic

IIA India/ 
Chapter/
Club

Type of 
webinar Speaker (s)

Fees-
Member 
(in Rs.)

Fees 
Non-
Member 
(in Rs.)

Payment Link/
Webinar link

1 21-05-
21

4:00 
pm to 
7:00 
pm

Smart 
Audit with 
SmartAnalyzer 
(Prebuilt 
Analytic Tests)

Bombay Paid Mr. Deepjee 
Singhal & 
Mr. Jairam 
Rajshekhar

500 1000 https://www.
townscript.com/e/
Smart-Audit-with-
SmartAnalyzer  

2 22-05-
21

2:30 
pm to 
4:30 
pm

Agile Audit Madras Free Ms Kalpita https://attendee.
gotowebinar.com/
register/6763788027 
8491737744

3 27-05-
21

5:00 
pm to 
6:00 
pm

"Common 
Internal Control 
Failures 
resulting GST 
noncompliances"

Bangalore Free Mr. Madhur  
Harlalka

https://attendee.
gotowebinar.com/
register/72815678470 
77246734

4 28-05-
21

5:00 
pm to 
6:00 
pm

Opportunities 
in Internal 
Audit for ICAN 
Members: 
Membership of 
IIA India

IIA India Free Mr. Nikhel 
Kochhar

https://attendee.
gotowebinar.com/
register/582093965 
300649742

5 28-05-
21

6:30 
pm to 
8:30 
pm

Navigating the 
Strom: Ethics, 
Culture and 
Internal Audit 
Challenges

IIA India 
Women 
Forum

Free Dr. Vinayshel 
Gautam, Mr. 
Suresh C 
Senapaty, 
Mr. Shailesh 
Haribhakti & 
Mr. Inderpreet 
Sawhney

https://attendee.
gotowebinar.com/
register/5645878274 
460403984 

6 29-05-
21

4:00 
pm to 
5:00 
pm

Webinar on 
'Cyber Security 
audits'

Delhi Free Ms. Yukti Arora https://attendee.
gotowebinar.com/
register/48952768705 
66385163z

Note : For offline payment (otherwise than Townscript link) , Rs. 500 per perticipant will be 
charged extra for each training

https://www.townscript.com/e/Smart-Audit-with-SmartAnalyzer  
https://www.townscript.com/e/Smart-Audit-with-SmartAnalyzer  
https://www.townscript.com/e/Smart-Audit-with-SmartAnalyzer  
https://www.townscript.com/e/Smart-Audit-with-SmartAnalyzer  
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6763788027 8491737744
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6763788027 8491737744
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6763788027 8491737744
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6763788027 8491737744
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/72815678470 77246734
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/72815678470 77246734
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/72815678470 77246734
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/72815678470 77246734
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/582093965 300649742
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/582093965 300649742
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/582093965 300649742
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/582093965 300649742
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5645878274 460403984 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5645878274 460403984 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5645878274 460403984 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5645878274 460403984 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/48952768705 66385163z
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/48952768705 66385163z
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/48952768705 66385163z
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/48952768705 66385163z
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LIST OF WEBINARS CONDUCTED  
RECENTLY
Name Speaker Link Date 
IIA's new 3 lines model K V Mukundan https://youtu.be/Zj-_nPvPv9g 4/30/2021
Continuous controls 
monitoring

Jayachandran K. https://youtu.be/M1-9AzjBzig 4/24/2021

Analytics and AI Deepjee Singhal, Jeffery 
Sorensen & Jairam 
Rajshekhar

https://youtu.be/VD7gaz5KtAg 4/7/2021

E-Invoicing - what internal 
control specialists should 
know?

CA Aditya Kulkarni https://youtu.be/HBOljgyTRa4 3/26/2021

New Labour Code – Is the 
Industry geared up to 
embrace change ?

Sudeep Das and Leena 
Madhok.

https://youtu.be/XtqWO3d5-DY 3/18/2021

role of Ethical Hacking in 
Data Protection and Fraud 
Prevention

Nithin Krishna https://youtu.be/0mHyajwxaJ8 2/18/2021

Trusted Advisor- Key 
Attributes of Outstanding 
Internal Auditor

CA Sumant Chadha https://youtu.be/oOsDoJofJy0 2/8/2021

Internal Audit of Business 
Strategy - Planning, 
Execution, Monitoring & 
Reporting

Rana Bhaumik https://youtu.be/_LzNO7z-yzY 2/22/2021

Potential Use of Robotics 
Process Automation in 
Audits 

Balachandar https://youtu.be/Up53LsINQbo 3/13/2021

Emerging Business 
Models & Enterprise Value 
proposition

P. K. Ranganathan https://youtu.be/kf38EYaz7C8 1/27/2021

IDENTITY THEFT & 
IMPERSONATION - 
CURRENT TREND, 
IMPACT, AND AVAILABLE 
REMEDIES

P. Sharath Kumar https://youtu.be/cWZSr7jLVUw 1/21/2021

https://youtu.be/Zj-_nPvPv9g
https://youtu.be/M1-9AzjBzig
https://youtu.be/VD7gaz5KtAg
https://youtu.be/HBOljgyTRa4
https://youtu.be/XtqWO3d5-DY
https://youtu.be/0mHyajwxaJ8
https://youtu.be/oOsDoJofJy0
https://youtu.be/_LzNO7z-yzY
https://youtu.be/Up53LsINQbo
https://youtu.be/kf38EYaz7C8
https://youtu.be/cWZSr7jLVUw


ARPIT GARG
Partner, RiskMan Consulting LLP

Email: arpit.garg@riskman.in
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PARASHURAM AVATAAR

The Parashuram Avataar, the sixth in the Dashavataar series, 
the Lord takes the form of a Brahmin (Priest) with Kshatriya 
(Warrior) like characteristics.  In this Avataar, it is said that 
the Lord cleanses the Earth of all the Kshatriyas as it was 
stated that their arrogance had reached unsurmountable 
peaks.  Such a cleansing was not done once or twice but 21 
times by the Lord. 
Before we venture into pondering what should Auditor’s learn 
from this Avataar, there is a disclaimer or a very serious note 
that I want all to take cognisance of:

“Never should we equate Parashuram Avataar and the 
Kshatriyas with Auditors and the Process Owners respectively” 
The intent is not to destroy the Process Owners. Instead, 
the control lapses, unmitigated risks in business should be 
considered as the Kshatriyas.

As Internal Auditors, we can look at two aspects from this 
Avataar:

 z The Lord was born as a Brahmin, and though He did have 

Sivaram 
Subramoniam

Head Of Internal Audit at 
Titan Company Limited

ssivaram@titan.co.in
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the attributes of a Warrior, He did not have 
the skill sets of a Warrior. He was raised 
in a Guru Kul that offered Him no option 
of learning these skills. Yet, these skills 
were a pre-requisite for Him to achieve the 
objective for which the Lord had donned 
this Avataar. So what did He do? He 
TRAINED Himself

It is very important for Internal Auditors 
to skill themselves. By skilling, I do not 
mean you skill yourselves only in the 
functional and technical areas of audit. 
You should skill yourselves in areas that 
you audit. You must insist that the audit 
team works, even if it is for few days, in the 
field, in the Plants, in the Supply Chain, 
at Sale Points, Despatch section etc.  As 
Steven Covey says in his book “7 Habits of 
Highly Effective People” about the seventh 
Habit of “Sharpening the Saw, “you need 
to constantly update yourself with all skills 
you are building. If you know VLOOKUP 
in Excel, you should update yourself 
with HLOOKUP. If you know “Sumif”, you 
should update yourself to know about 
“Sumifs”. I constantly ask my Team to tell 
me about new Excel formulas that they 
put to use in each audit, and persons who 
showcase the same are duly recognised 
and rewarded. It is, in fact, a minor part of 
the KRAs assigned to them.

There is a general thought process in 
people’s minds that their organisation does 
not facilitate such kind of paid training. I 
would like them to consider a fact: Do we 
not buy (from our money) a good white shirt- 
Why do we buy so that we look good and 
appear formal in some important meetings 
or even an interview and what benefit 
would we want to derive from that – Make 
a Good Impression. Similarly, if we invest 
in our training and skill development, the 
benefits will be manifold.

So, please do introspection on what skill 
sets do you think you lack and how that 

gap can be breached and start investing in 
time to develop these. Nowadays, several 
online courses are available at reasonable 
costs.

 z The other aspect to note is that the Lord 
cleansed the Earth by wiping out the 
Kshatriyas 21 times. This clearly suggests 
that as Internal Auditors, we should 
also keep any eye out for the so-called 
resolved issues. The Auditors should not 
restrict themselves by raising the issues 
and verifying the action taken (at least for 
the real big-ticket issues). They should 
constantly keep scanning the environment 
to understand if the issue is cropping up 
again through the back door. This is where 
the Continuous Monitoring of controls 
comes into place. Keep revisiting the risks 
and controls and refining your checks. 
Not just 21 times, but let it get into a 
continuous loop.  

In summation, 
P(arashu)ersistent eye on the Problem 
and
R(ama)e-skilling
Will make you a Parashuram

The views articulated in the note are 
Author’s personal views only and should not 
be construed as Author’s current or past 
Organisation’s views.
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Sidheshwar Bhalla 
Qualified ‘Jyotish Acharya’ 

from Bhartiya Vidya 
Bhavan Delhi 

sidheshwar@astrosid.com

ASTROLOGICALLY – WHY 
DIVORCE HAPPENS? 
There is a saying, ‘Marriages are made in Heaven’. So then, 
have you ever wondered why Divorce takes place?
The dictionary meaning of Marriage is a formal recognised 
union of two individuals as partners in a personal relationship 
that unites their lives legally, economically, and emotionally 
(historically and in some jurisdictions specifically a union 
between a man and woman).
Prominently, we hear following two types of marriages:
1. Arranged Marriage is marital union where the bride and 

groom are selected by individuals other than the couple 
themselves (by family members such as the parents).

2. Love Marriage is generally used to describe a marriage 
which is driven solely by the couple.

According to Manusmriti, there are following eight types of 
marriages:
1. Brahma Vivaha is like arranged marriage and is signified 

by Jupiter. In Brahma Vivaha, the Bride and Groom are 
equally focussed on education and work.

2. Daiva Vivaha is again like arranged marriage and is 
signified by Sun. In Daiva Vivaha, the Bride and Groom 
are not equally focussed on education and work. The 
Bride/Groom may get married to someone with not equal 
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financial or educational status.
3. Arsha Vivaha is signified by Moon. Here, 

the groom offers articles (mainly money) 
as a token of gratitude to enable him to 
perform ‘Grihastha Dharma’.

4. Prajapatya Vivaha is signified by Venus, 
and in this marriage, there is no exchange 
of money.

5. Gandharva Vivaha is signified by Mercury. 
This may be construed as love marriage. 
The marriage is with consent of Bride 
(parent’s consent may not be there).

6. Asura Vivaha is signified by Saturn. Here, 
the Groom marries for support due to old 
age, desires etc. The Groom offers huge 
money which is needed by Brides family 
due to financial stress. Here, the Groom 
and Bride may not be compatible, and 
there are abnormalities in relationships 
which generally are influenced by Mars.

7. Rakshasa Vivaha is signified by 
Mars. Here, the Groom/Bride creates 
circumstances (example: putting social/ 
financial pressure on Bride/ Groom family) 
to get consent.

8. Paisacha Vivaha is signified by Rahu. 
The man seduces the girl whilst she is 
sub-conscious/ sleeping or mentally 
challenged. This is mostly by setting up a 
trap.

Marriage may fructify in combination from the 
aforesaid types stated at different points of time 
in a native’s life. You would notice that in past 
and even now, in some parts of the societies 
across the world, early marriage is prevalent. 
In India, the average age of marriage has gone 
up over last couple of decades. Here, it is 
pertinent to note that marriage (astrologically, 
it is called union of two souls, more than a 
physical union, it is spiritual and emotional 
union) comes multiple times during the life of 
an individual/ native. It is the native's Karma 
(custom, tradition, education, personal 
outlook etc.) that influences the timing/ 
fructification of the event (marriage). Perhaps, 
one of the reasons for increased average age 

of marriage. It should be noted that increased 
age should not result in delay/ denial of 
marriage. The Dasha of Venus for males and 
Jupiter for females will be important as these 
are significator of marriage for them. Venus, 
though, is the Karka (significator) of marriage.
Normally, at the time of marriage, the focus is 
on Guna Milan. Is that enough and sufficient 
to conclude compatibility? I consider it as 
checking body temperature when you visit 
a Doctor. A detailed compatibility analysis 
which covers health, wealth and nature/ 
behaviour of the two natives should be studied 
thoroughly. Influence of planetary positions 
(Prarabadh and Transit) should be analysed 
in both the horoscopes. Role of Mars (Kuja 
Dosha) is equally important while looking 
at marital compatibility in birth chart. One 
should also see what is destined for marriage. 
Directionally whether love marriage will be 
successful or arranged.
Now that we noted the various types of 
marriages and that the yoga for marriage 
may come multiple times during the life of 
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a native, it is important to analyse the right 
time of marriage with insightful compatibility 
analysis. Perhaps an analysis of this as below 
may reduce divorce rate and vice versa:

TIMING OF MARRIAGE: 
In majority of cases, marriage happens in the 
Dasha/ Antar Dasha of the lords of house 
one, five and seven. It is also important to 
ascertain the approximate age group in which 
the marriage may take place.

COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS:
Apart from the matters stated above, following 
should also be focussed upon:
In the birth chart of either Bride or Groom, 
the seventh house should be stronger than 
the fifth house. This can be assessed as per 
bindus in Ashtakvarga.
In either Bride or Groom birth chart, aspect of 
Jupiter on seventh house should be there in 
case weakness is observed in one of the birth 
charts.

Look at the Karamasthan (tenth house) and 
commensurate returns in eleventh house in 
Bride and Groom birth charts. Either both 
or one of the two should reflect good returns. 
This will ensure financial stability.
Though the birth chart needs to be assessed 
as a whole to analyse marriage, particularly 
the houses ~ second (Kutumbasthan), fifth 
(Poorvapunyasthan, love, romance), sixth 
(disputes), seventh (marital happiness, Jaya 
Bhav), eighth (longevity of marriage), twelfth 
(sayan such) becomes more important. The 
most important being seventh house.
It is pertinent to note that the natal chart 
should be seen as a whole to arrive at any 
firm conclusion. Position of planets in a 
particular zodiac sign, their aspects, inherent 
results (malefic, benefic), strength of planets 
and combinations which they form in various 
houses in the natal chart must be analysed 
and interpreted collectively. Along with same, 
planetary transit is also critical and should be 
considered.
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INTERNAL AUDIT 
EXPERIENCE CAN BE 
LIKE A FINE DINING 
RESTAURANT SERVING 
A THREE-COURSE MEAL 
THAT YOU ENJOY!
BACKGROUND WITH 3 RULES: 

Do you know while performing Internal Audit, you can make 
your stakeholders feel exactly how you feel while having a 
three-course meal at your favourite fine-dining restaurant? 
Let’s know more about this fine dining restaurant, except 
that today, you are not going to be a customer, you will be 
serving one instead. This gives you the liberty to set your 
own rules. In your restaurant, you are going to set 3 rules 
for your customers. And these are your Unique Selling Points 
(USP). 
1. This restaurant serves a set menu having a three-course 

meal (no ala carte and no buffet environment). 
2. Customer can customise the Starter and Main course 

based on their preferences.
3. Dessert will not be the same on all tables, and it will be of 

the restaurant’s choice without exception.

Don’t hesitate to inform the customer about your USP when 
you see a new customer who may not be aware of your rules 
or USP. 

AMBIENCE AND EXPECTATION SETTING:
Set the right ambience and ensure that the staff is trained to 
follow the right sequence. Now welcome your customer with 
greetings and make the customer ready to enjoy starters. 
Remind your customer to relax and enjoy the food. This is 
important as it’s a fine dining restaurant and not a burger 
joint. If you see a new customer, start with a background of 
the head chef and their experience to gain the customer’s 
confidence. 

CA Bhavin Raithatha
CA, CISA, CS, M.Com

Group Internal Audit of 
RAK Bank, Dubai

cabhavin.r@gmail.com
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Just like a starter kick starts the meal, planning 
is the first stage in Internal Audit. Before 
engaging actively in planning, remember to set 
the right tone and build a healthy relationship. 
Give an overview of the end-to-end timeline to 
set the right expectation. Introduce the audit 
team (and share their relevant experience) if 
the stakeholder and the audit team are new to 
each other. This needs to be done in the Kick-
off meeting. 

STARTER AND PLANNING 
STAGE:

It’s time to bring the starters. Serve starters 
in a pre-determined sequence and initiate a 
conversation with the customer. Ensure that 
you don’t serve all starters at once. Neither 
should you make the customer wait too long for 
the next starter. Explain the ingredient of your 
dish well to the customer. Although he may not 
be an expert in cooking or recipes, everyone is 
interested in what they eat provided that it is 
explained in easy words. Meanwhile, you serve 
patiently and continues to assess customer’s 
taste, habit, behaviour and expectation. While 
you can offer little variation in starter, you 
need to determine based on your assessments 
what variations will be required while serving 
the main course. Now, you can assure the 
customer that you have understood his taste 
and preference, which will be considered while 
serving the main course. 

As you start planning an Internal Audit 
engagement, remember to follow a sequence 
of your methodology. Conduct a few meetings 
and discussion. Effective audit engagement 
cannot be achieved by reading regulations, 
policies, processes and analysing data. It 
requires conversations with stakeholders, 
building relationships and giving comfort to 
have open channels of communications. Have 
verbal communications, explaining planning 
documents, scope and objectives clearly in 
precise words, even if you have shared written 
documents. During this period, you can assess 
the level of co-operation, openness, support 
and approach of stakeholders. This is the time 
to assure auditees how you can accommodate 
their priorities during fieldwork. 

MAIN COURSE AND 
FIELDWORK:

Now, the Main course is the time where 
the customer may be judgemental and will 
start forming an opinion based on his/her 
experience. This determines to a major extent 
your stars if you are listed on Google, so let’s 
be extra careful. Also, this is the right time 
to ensure that the first two of three rules are 
taken care of. Deviating from these rules will 
affect your USP. The first rule states that there 
is no buffet environment, i.e., the customer 
cannot access the starter/dessert counter 
during main course. From the second rule, 
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remember to offer customisation based on 
customer preference. Don’t end up giving the 
experience of a standard branded burger or 
sandwich in the main course. 
Fieldwork, to a significant extent determines 
the experience of staff with Internal Audit team 
by judging how well the Internal Audit team 
is prepared, the extent of business orientation 
of the team and whether relevant information 
& questions are asked. The team should 
remember that the audit is driven by them. 
Questions, samples, information requests, 
areas of focus and priorities need to be 
determined by Internal Auditors, and it should 
not create an environment of stakeholders 
driving engagement by occupying the Internal 
Audit team in areas, samples and information 
that stakeholders want to share. Remember to 
be flexible by accommodating small preferences 
and priorities of stakeholders. For instance, not 
engaging with the MIS staff during the first 4 
to 5 working days of the month and meeting 
customer-facing staff in non-pick hours.

THAT LITTLE MORE IN THE 
MAIN COURSE:

A couple of things to consider while serving 
the main course is speed and communication. 
Remember that the next customer from the 
waiting area can be accommodated within 
committed time only if this customer is served at 
the right speed, neither very fast nor very slow. You 
need to ensure zero waiting time for a customer 
with an empty plate. However, this needs to be 
achieved by ensuring absolute co-ordination 
among restaurant staff and not by predicting 
the accurate eating speed of the customer. A 
customer’s speed of eating is variable, and it can 
change based on a conversation on the table or 
the blink of a cell phone on the table. At the 
same time, do not forget to explain to him/her 
the ingredients of the dish you serve. You cannot 
afford to compromise the service standards of 
your fine dining restaurant in order to achieve 
speed. Similarly, you can’t match customisation 

promise based on customer preference if you 
do not ask how he/she is finding spice levels. 
If you continually provide the same spice level, 
for which another customer would have given a 
good rating in Google without considering the 
preference of the current customer, your rating 
may quickly slip. If customisation is causing a 
delay in service, you must keep the customer 
informed about the expected slight delay in 
serving. 
A couple of more things Internal Auditors need 
to get right in every engagement fieldwork is 
timeline and communication. The timeline can 
be achieved easily if required information, 
samples and meeting schedule can be 
predicted and requested at least a week in 
advance. The speed of information received 
cannot be predicted easily, as it depends on 
the sender’s priorities. An auditor can always 
take a conservative approach (based on their 
assessment during the planning stage) and 
focus on the auditee’s zero idle time rather 
than predicting the speed of stakeholders. 
Communication is another key that determines 
the experience of stakeholders. Communications 
should not be solely focused on questions by 
auditors. Stakeholders should be offered to 
share opinions and be kept posted about the 
status & progress of Audit engagement. Any 
expected delays should be communicated well 
in advance with reasons to stakeholders.

DESSERT AND AUDIT REPORT:
Dessert time is when you demonstrate your 
USP, which establishes you as a popular fine 
dining restaurant. Remember, as per rule 3, 
you reserve full right to decide the right dessert 
for your customers. Some may find the sugar 
content less or the cocoa content less. Some 
may prefer hot chocolate but maybe instead 
served fruit cake. The dessert you serve is 
based on your understanding of the appropriate 
ingredient mix for the customer. Like in 
previous dishes served, you should inform the 
customer about the ingredients transparently 
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even while serving dessert. There may be an 
element of dissatisfaction in the customers. 
However, if you have set up the right ambience 
and served starter and main course in the best 
professional way with perfect taste and quality, 
then you will not lose a customer due to cocoa 
content level or sugar level in the dessert. Don’t 
deviate from USP, and you will build loyal 
customers whom you will see regularly with 
full confidence in your dessert next time.
Certainly, Reporting is Desert that the Internal 
Audit team delivers to management. Forming 
an opinion is USP and responsibility toward 
profession and role. Do not customise opinion 
based on stakeholders’ needs or preferences. 
Give a report which is true and fair based 
on your assessment during planning and 
fieldwork. Some stakeholders will agree while 
others disagree with the opinion. However, 
you must not customise your opinion to gain 
consensus. Ensure that you address the 
objective of Internal Audit engagement when 
you form an opinion or make a report. If you 
have set up the right approach, methodologies 
and tone, than report solely will not drive 
the success of Internal Audit engagement or 
stakeholder relationship. 

BILLING AND CONCLUSION:
At the end of a three-course meal, there 
is a higher likelihood of customer gaining 
little calories and fat. However, all calories 
and fat are not bad as this highly depends 
on the appetite of the customer. Also, some 
financial institutions will be observing 
customer’s spending pattern from this bill 
and use this pattern for future reference by 
offering cashback on credit cards at similar 
restaurants. 
At the end of the Audit, there is a higher likelihood 
of stakeholders getting some feedback about 
control failure or the need for improvement. 
However, timely identification of risk is crucial 
so that risk can be identified before it crosses 
risk appetite level. This Audit report will then be 
referred by the Audit Committee of the Board, 
who may take note of it or provide additional 
direction to management for improvement. 

Disclaimer: View expressed in this article 
are that of Author and not employer or any 
institution.
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“Nirupam da was a great role model and inspiration for generations of auditors across the country. We will 
surely miss his wisdom, wit  and wise counsels. May his soul rest in Peace.”

- Thiyagarajan Kumar, President, IIA India
***

“Nirupam Da” as he was fondly called, was a legend in his life time. If he was to be described in one word 
it was irrepressible. He always had a point of view, was value-driven in his thinking and ensured that his 
voice was heard; whenever he so desired.

A lifetime “learner” he continued to accumulate certifications until he was in his eighties.He was also a 
prolific writer. An enthusiastic member of the IIA, whose presence was visible at mostof our events and 
for a, it was always a pleasure to listen to his mature, thought-provoking and often humorous comments 
and remarks. No matter how critical he chose to be, it was clear that he held no malice to any individual.

He remained an upright professional right to the end and his contributions to the Audit Committee of 
The Calcutta Club wrote a new Chapter in the Club’s and Nirupam Da’s history of contributing to better 
governance. He continued to contribute with his views, remarks and anecdotes on IIA WhatsApp groups 
even during his hospitalisation.

Nirupam Da – we will miss you.
- Nikhel Kochhar, Chief Advisor, The IIA India

***
On 5th of April 2021, our Institute and the profession suffered a great loss when CA Nirupam 
Haldar left for his heavenly abode. I was truly saddened on the demise of such a shining star of the CA 
fraternity.

CA Nirupam Haldar was a reservoir of knowledge. He portrayed exceptional discipline and dedication 
towards the profession till the last days of his life. A man who showcased excellent work ethics, exemplary 
disposition and inspirational behaviour; he was a truly charismatic man.

I feel blessed and fortunate to have got the opportunity to create some invaluable memories with him. In 
almost every meeting with him, I would learn something new which not only enlightened me on the past 
and present but also provoked a thought on the roadmap for the future.

CA NIRUPAM HALDAR  
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Everyone who had interacted with him would adore him. He was one of the best human beings that one 
can come across in life. I was lucky to meet a man like him in my lifetime. 

Haldar sir’s demise is an irreparable loss to CA fraternity. May God grant us the strength to endure this 
grief and help us cope with his absence. The best tribute to him would be to imbibe his virtues.

You will remain in my heart forever Sir.
- Ravi Patwa,

Immediate Past President - IIA Calcutta Chapter, Secretary - EIRC of ICAI
***

Mr. Haldar was a friend of one of my maternal uncles. He was an invitee in my parents’ marriage. As my 
uncle settled in US we lost touch. It was revived when he participated in EIRC elections.

He was a leftist during his student days and was jailed for participating in student agitation.

Another unique thing about him was he addressed everybody 'Aap'. He never addressed anybody 'Tum'.  

May his soul rest in peace.
- Anin Chatterjee

***
Late Nirupam Haldar- a multifaceted life and personality

Born in pre-partition Bengal, witness to the great Calcutta killings of August 1946; subsequently dhoti-
clad  young Turk in his student days at Calcutta University; a student and ardent disciple of late Salil 
Kumar Gupta, past president of ICAI during his CA student days in the fifties; young flamboyant executive 
in the TATA group and close to the then big shots like Russi Mody in the seventies and eighties; active 
professional post retirement from service with unmatched and enviable ability to upgrade knowledge 
including qualifying in DISA and IP exams; participating in countless professional fora; chairman of EIRC 
of ICAI and President of IIA-INDIA; active member of the leading Kolkata clubs namely Calcutta Club, 
Bengal Club and Tolly Club; and last but not the least a prolific writer of good English with many letters 
to the editor of The Statesman (which I know about, may be others too) and a published book with such 
letters. 

A long and full life of an amiable person, young at heart till the last, courteous to others irrespective of age. 
Lucky to have known him (since 1982), a chequered career to be admired but hard to emulate.

- Abhijit Pathak
***

Our family and Mr Haldar's family were known to each other as active participants of freedom movement. 
An out and out a North Calcutta who believed in the cultural ethos of yesteryears with due respect to the 
modern society. His zest for learning was inimitable. A typical civilised gentleman to the core who never 
broke the rules of civilised behaviour in any fora. A lover of good Sandesh  a typical sweet of Calcutta. A 
person who was closely known to the house of Tatas and proud to declare himself to be a man from house 
of Tatas. He had the greatest respect for ethical values of life.

May his soul rest in eternal peace.
- Shantanu Ghosh

***
Nirupam-da over the years has been a true inspiration for all, an epitome for quest of knowledge. He was 
always at the forefront for adopting a new challenge.

His contribution to the profession especially the Internal Audit profession will be remembered for ever. 
He hardly dethered from accepting a challenge. His utmost courteous behaviour towards all needs to be 
emulated by all. 

May he be at peace wherever he is.
- Subir Dutta

***
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CA SOURAV BHOWMICK
Board Member, IIA Delhi Chapter

An excellent professional, whose life has unfortunately been taken away early. He had so much potential 
to add to the profession.

- Thiyagarajan Kumar, President, IIA India
***

Sourav Bhowmick was an extremely dedicated and upright internal audit professional, who I got to know 
during my stint with the IIA Delhi Chapter, Board of Governors. He was helpful in his volunteering efforts 
and served the Chapter, and the internal audit profession, in several capacities. 

In his untimely loss to Covid, the profession has lost a committed member. Our heartfelt condolences to the 
bereaved family. May his gentle soul rest in peace.

- Nikhel Kochhar, Chief Advisor, The IIA India
***

Extremely unfortunate and difficult to digest that our dear friend Sourav is not with us anymore. I recollect 
Sourav calm demeanour, which would place others at ease. Soft-spoken, sharp and was always willing 
to extend support proactively. Sourav believed in selfless service, and as member of the IIA Delhi Chapter 
Executive Committee (in past), Sourav contributed immensely to the profession and society at large. May 
Sourav soul rest in peace.

- Sidheshwar Bhalla,
President – IIA Delhi Chapter, Secretary – IIA India

***
“ Sourav shall always be remembered as a humble and generous person. A true professional who contributed 
to the Internal audit profession through his expert knowledge and practical insights. Irreparable loss for 
the audit profession “

- Saket Mehra, Vice President – IIA Delhi Chapter
***
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ANSWER TO CIA QUIZ
Q1.D  Q2.B  Q3.C  Q4.A  Q5.B  Q6.D

Disclaimer :
The IIA India monthly is a digital Magazine for the general knowledge on internal audit, circulated 
primarily to its members. The articles are the personal views of the authors. IIA India and its officers 
neither endorse nor are liable for any views or actions taken based on this Magazine. Before proceeding 
further do take professional advice. No part or extract of this issue may be reproduced without the 
permission of the author and IIA India in writing.

Extremely sad to hear about untimely tragic demise of our beloved Sourav whom I got to know and work 
closely as part of IIA, Delhi Chapter. Sourav was a seasoned internal audit professional with a positive 
mindset and always volunteered to support the profession.  He made many great contributions for IIA 
Delhi Chapter and helped it move forward in numerous ways. His work here will not soon be forgotten and 
he will always remain in our thoughts. Our deepest condolences to his family.

May his soul rest in eternal peace!
- Bharat Garg, Secretary - IIA Delhi Chapter and Chairman,  

Publications and Media Committee - IIA India
***

IIA Delhi Chapter sadly lost a pillar on 1st May, 2021 due to the dreadful disease. Sourav left us at quiet 
young age. He was sitting Board member of IIA Delhi Chapter. His contribution to the profession will 
always be remembered. He has left behind a rich harvest of memories to cherish and emulate. May his 
soul rest in peace!

- Sana Baqai,  
Chairperson, Women’s Circle - IIA Delhi Chapter and Chief Editor – IIA India 

***
I was looking for an audit lead for one of the verticals of Global Internal Audit department of Sun Pharma. 
During the course of selection, I met several candidates, and Sourav was one among them. I vividly remember 
our first interaction where I got the impression of an honest professional, and he didn’t prove me wrong going 
forward. Sourav Bhowmick joined Sun Pharmaceuticals on 5th July 2016, and it took him some time to find 
his feet in Pharmaceutical Industry having transitioned from a tyre manufacturing company. Two years later 
he was talking more about Pharma & its processes and the tyres were almost but forgotten. As a professional 
auditor, I found him going into the depth of the issues, bringing out audit observations that added value to 
the company and all this while maintaining good relationship with the process owners.

As a leader, he was inspiring and mentored his team well. He had a good eye for talent, and at times, in 
a lighter vein, I used call him ‘Chief Selection Officer’ of the Global Internal Audit Department. I wouldn’t 
see a candidate unless he/she had been cleared by him.  As a human being, he was ready to help any 
distressed team member, even on personal issues, and was honest and transparent enough to read his 
facial expression and that something or other was bothering him. Sourav was out an out a team player; 
whenever he used to go abroad on some assignment, he would bring along memento’s for the entire team. 
Besides, on personal front, he was a doting father, a dedicated husband and a loving brother.

We’ll all miss Sourav, a wonderful soul!
- Rajesh Bhatia,

Vice President, Head - Global Internal Audit, Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.
***
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